
Complete each sentence with an appropriate form of “rise” or “raise”.

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

10)

“Rise” means to move upward, increase in the value, or to get out of bed.

“Raise” means to lift something or to bring it up.

Past tense Past participle

rose risen

raised raised

Present tense

rise

raise

After the torrential rain, the lake has like never before.

Grandma from her chair to answer the door.

The sun in the east.

The population of the country has to 328.98 million.

The Andersons geese on their farm.

Evelyn early in the morning.
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Rise Vs Raise

Oscar his hand to answer the question.

The employees demanded a pay .

We hope our grades will this year.

The students money for !ood relief.PREVIEW
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Complete each sentence with an appropriate form of “rise” or “raise”.

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

10)

“Rise” means to move upward, increase in the value, or to get out of bed.

“Raise” means to lift something or to bring it up.

Past tense Past participle

rose risen

raised raised

Present tense

rise

raise

After the torrential rain, the lake has like never before.risen

Grandma from her chair to answer the door.rose

The sun in the east.rises

The population of the country has to 328.98 million.risen

The Andersons geese on their farm.raised

Evelyn early in the morning.rose

Answer key
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Rise Vs Raise

Oscar his hand to answer the question.raised

The employees demanded a pay .raise

We hope our grades will this year.rise

The students money for !ood relief.raisedPREVIEW
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